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Roles of the MRN Complex in the DNA Damage Response
The repair of double-strand breaks (DSBs) in chromosomal DNA occurs through recombination, either through nonho-
mologous mechanisms (NHEJ) or through homologous mechanisms that require replication from an intact template. 
Correct repair of DSBs in cells is essential for the maintenance of genomic stability, and errors in these pathways pre-
dispose mammalian organisms to cancer.The Mre11/Rad50/Nbs1(Xrs2) [MRN(X)] complex is one of the first enzyme 
complexes to recognize and localize to a DSB in eukaryotic cells. MRN(X)-deficient cells exhibit reduced levels of DSB 
processing in vivo and are completely unable to process DSBs during meiosis when chromosomal breaks are made by 
the Spo11 protein. Genetic experiments have also identified other cellular factors that act in cooperation with MRN(X) 
to process DSBs in eukaryotic cells, including the Sae2 (CtIP/Ctp1) endonuclease, the Exo1 exonuclease, and the Sgs1 
helicase. Our studies investigate the biochemical basis of the involvement of MRN(X) and Sae2/CtIP in the processing of 
5’ strands at DSBs using purified proteins in vitro, and characterize how posttranslational modifications of these factors 
affect their activities. We also investigate the functional effects of mutations in DSB repair factors in vivo in budding yeast 
and in human cells, examining how catalytic mutations and inhibition of posttranslational modifications affect cell cycle 
progression, DNA repair, and DNA damage signaling. The summer project will likely involve analysis of MRN(X) and Sae2/
CtIP catalytic functions.

The ATM Protein Kinase and Regulation of Redox Homeostasis
The ataxia-telangiectasia mutated (ATM) kinase initiates a rapid cascade of protein phosphorylation in response to dou-
ble-strand breaks in chromosomal DNA and also in response to oxidative stress. Loss of ATM function in humans causes 
the debilitating neurodegenerative disorder Ataxia-Telangiectasia (A-T), and the oxidative stress response of ATM is 
implicated in the neuronal function of ATM. Current projects in the lab focus on the role of ATM In maintenance of protein 
homeostasis and redox control, which we are investigating using methods that interrogate global patterns of protein 
aggregation and chaperone function.
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